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The ability to control the speed of movement is compromised in neurological disorders involving the basal ganglia, a set of subcortical cerebral nuclei that receive prominent dopaminergic projections from the midbrain. For example, bradykinesia, slowness of movement, is a major symptom of Parkinson's disease, whereas rapid tics are observed in patients with Tourette syndrome. Recent experimental work has also implicated dopamine (DA) and the basal ganglia in action timing. Here, I advance the hypothesis that the basal ganglia control the rate of change in kinaesthetic perceptual variables. In particular, the sensorimotor cortico-basal ganglia network implements a feedback circuit for the control of movement velocity. By modulating activity in this network, DA can change the gain of velocity reference signals. The lack of DA thus reduces the output of the velocity control system which specifies the rate of change in body configurations, slowing the transition from one body configuration to another.

1. Introduction

Although there is no specialized sensory organ for time, our perception of time nevertheless depends on the rate of change in different sensory modalities. In the absence of sensory input, e.g. under anaesthesia, the sense of time is often lost or impaired. That timing depends on the rate of change in perceptual variables may seem trivially true, but the implications of this proposition are seldom acknowledged. Here, I shall explain some of these implications in the kinaesthetic domain by focusing on the timing of actions.

When we move, our body changes its posture, the configurations of different body parts. Not only can we maintain specific body configurations, we can also control how quickly they change. Although this aspect of behaviour is often neglected, it becomes more conspicuous in neurological disorders, which commonly feature deficits in action timing. In Parkinson’s disease, for instance, movement is often slowed dramatically, a condition known as bradykinesia. By contrast, Tourette syndrome is associated with symptoms like involuntary and rapid tics. The hypokinetic or hyperkinetic symptoms therefore suggest that a fundamental action timing mechanism is impaired in these disorders.

The deficits of action timing in both Parkinson’s disease and Tourette syndrome implicate dopaminergic projections to the basal ganglia, a set of subcortical nuclei in the cerebrum (figure 1a) critical for the learning and initiation of actions [1–5]. In Parkinson’s disease, the dopamine (DA) neurons die, resulting in reduced DA in the basal ganglia. Effective treatments for bradykinesia include DA replacement therapy with L-DOPA, a DA precursor. By contrast, Tourette syndrome is thought to result from excessive dopaminergic signalling in the dorsal striatum, and treatments include antagonists of DA receptors like haloperidol [6]. Slow movements are therefore associated with reduced dopaminergic signalling; fast movements with excessive dopaminergic signalling.

2. Deficits in timing following dopamine depletion

Clinical symptoms can only provide clues to the underlying mechanisms. To assess the role of DA in action timing, we experimentally manipulated dopaminergic signalling in mice and used the duration of lever presses as a measure of action timing. We trained mice on an operant task, in which they...
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The modulatory dopaminergic projections target most components of the cortico-basal ganglia network, but by contrast GABAergic and usually inhibitory. The modulatory dopaminergic projections target most components of the cortico-basal ganglia network, but by far the largest proportion target the striatum. (ii) A distinction should also be made between movement velocity and actual velocity of the body in space, as in locomotion. Riding a stationary bike, for example, requires high movement velocity, even though the bike does not move.

(iii) Although movement velocity can be directly controlled, it is not necessarily controlled at all times. It can also be used in order to achieve the reference conditions of higher systems, in which case the velocity simply varies as required by the higher level (see §5 for discussion of how this is possible).

(iv) The perceptual signal representing velocity cannot be equated with the rate of change in muscle length, as detected by first-order sensors such as muscle spindles. With very simple body geometry, stretch receptors and movement velocity detectors may be equivalent. But in most cases, the rate of change in body configuration requires a higher order representation of a collection of lower order kinesthetic inputs. However it is implemented, for our purposes it is sufficient to assume only that movement velocity can be detected and controlled by the nervous system.

Figure 1. DA and action timing. (a) Schematic of the basic cortico-basal ganglia circuit. Cortical projection neurons, the pyramidal cells in layer 5, are glutamatergic and excitatory. Striatal and pallidal projection neurons are by contrast GABAergic and usually inhibitory. The modulatory dopaminergic projections target most components of the cortico-basal ganglia network, but by far the largest proportion target the striatum. (b) Intraperitoneal injection of nomifensine, a blocker of DA transporter, dose-dependently reduced duration of lever presses in normal mice (n = 5, p < 0.05). All mice were food deprived and maintained at approximately 85% of normal body weight. They were trained on a continuous reinforcement schedule for 4 days (each lever press earned a food pellet). They were then trained on a FI-60 schedule for at least 5 days before testing (1 h daily sessions). (c) DA depletion in the sensorimotor striatum increased the duration of lever presses, but this increase in press duration can be rescued with intraperitoneal injections of L-DOPA/carbidopa (n = 5, p < 0.0001). (d) A coronal section of the mouse brain with tyrosine hydroxylase staining showing selective depletion of DA in the lateral sensorimotor striatum after local 6-OHDA injections (20 mg ml⁻¹, 0.5 μl per side to target dopaminergic terminals bilaterally in the striatum). Note that the lesion is selective, showing depletion limited to the sensorimotor striatum. Stereotaxic coordinates relative to bregma in mm: +0.5, ML ± 3.0 and −3 in dorsolateral striatum).

3. Movement as changes in body configuration

A body configuration is the geometrical relationship of body parts to each other. It is more commonly called a posture, though there is a persistent misunderstanding of posture as essentially a static phenomenon that does not require the active engagement of the brain. But as shown by centuries of clinical observations, the control of posture or body configuration is an essential function of the nervous system, from the spinal cord to the brain. It is an active control process that requires the production of continuous neural outputs coordinated to counter environmental disturbances. When such control is impaired, a variety of neurological symptoms result [8]. In fact, impairments in posture and body configuration are among the most common and obvious symptoms of neurological disorders.

Movement, then, is but the shifting from one body configuration to another [9]. Movement speed, or the rate of change in body configurations, can be controlled by the nervous system. This capacity I shall call 'movement velocity control'. Some clarifications are needed to avoid any misunderstanding:

(i) Movement velocity control refers only to the rate of change in body configurations, though velocity control also applies to perceptions in other modalities, e.g. visual or auditory configurations.

(ii) A distinction should also be made between movement velocity and actual velocity of the body in space, as in locomotion. Riding a stationary bike, for example, requires high movement velocity, even though the bike does not move.

(iii) Although movement velocity can be directly controlled, it is not necessarily controlled at all times. It can also be used in order to achieve the reference conditions of higher systems, in which case the velocity simply varies as required by the higher level (see §5 for discussion of how this is possible).

(iv) The perceptual signal representing velocity cannot be equated with the rate of change in muscle length, as detected by first-order sensors such as muscle spindles. With very simple body geometry, stretch receptors and movement velocity detectors may be equivalent. But in most cases, the rate of change in body configuration requires a higher order representation of a collection of lower order kinesthetic inputs. However it is implemented, for our purposes it is sufficient to assume only that movement velocity can be detected and controlled by the nervous system.

must press a lever for food pellets. First, we used nomifensine in normal mice to inhibit DA uptake and increase DA level. We found that nomifensine dose-dependently increased press duration (figure 1b). We then selectively induced DA depletion in sensorimotor or lateral striatum using 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA), a toxin that kills DA neurons. DA depletion in the sensorimotor striatum reduced rate of lever pressing and increased press duration (figure 1c), in agreement with previous work [7] as well as clinical observations on bradykinesia in Parkinson’s patients. This deficit can also be rescued by DA replacement treatment with L-DOPA (figure 1c). These results suggest that dopaminergic innervation, particularly that of the sensorimotor striatum, is critical for the timing of actions.

Action duration reflects the rate of change in kinaesthetic variables. Following DA depletion, it appears that movement velocity, i.e. rate of transition from one body configuration to another, cannot exceed a certain level. These observations raise the question of how DA and the basal ganglia can implement action timing. Before attempting to answer this question, however, it helps to define action timing more explicitly.
4. Closed-loop control

Control systems, as defined here, bring the value of a particular input variable closer to a desired value, despite environmental disturbances. For example, room temperature can be controlled by a thermostat, just as body temperature is controlled by the nervous system, despite fluctuations in the outside temperature. For this to be possible, it is necessary first to control body configuration, which in turn requires the control of muscle length and tension. To control the rate of change in body configuration, it is necessary to sense the value of the input variable to be controlled, and to have an internal representation of the desired value of the variable. The sensor can send a signal representing the value of the controlled variable to a comparator, which computes the difference (error signal) between the input and a reference signal representing the desired value of the controlled variable. The error signal is transformed into the appropriate output.

A velocity control system, then, can detect how rapidly its input signal is changing, compare the sensed speed with a reference speed, and adjust the output until the sensed speed matches the reference signal. For this to be possible, the output must affect sensed velocity through a feedback function which expresses the input signal as a mathematical function of the output signal. The loop is thus closed in the environment. Negative feedback reduces the error signal so that the desired value of the controlled variable can be reached. This organization, it should be noted, is the only one found to be effective for controlling the value of a given variable despite environmental disturbances. In practice, no engineer would rely on any other method, e.g. feed-forward mechanisms, for effective control.

One example of velocity control is cruise control in cars, where a negative feedback mechanism is used. Yet how such control is achieved by the brain is different. In biological control systems, the reference signal is intrinsic to the organism, not accessible to external users as it is in man-made control systems like the thermostat. The organism is self-adaptive, able to tune its own parameters. The user-specified ‘input’ is eliminated in natural control systems. Moreover, for any moderately complex body geometry, first-order sensors cannot adequately sense movement velocity. A simple negative feedback control system is therefore not sufficient. Rather than sending its output to the muscles directly, the velocity control system can only exert indirect effects on the muscles. Instead, a hierarchy of control systems is required.

5. Hierarchical control

The nervous system is hierarchically organized, implementing multiple levels of control [9–11]. Different negative feedback control systems can be arranged hierarchically, the output of a higher level system serving as a reference signal that specifies the input that the lower control system must obtain. This basic principle distinguishes the hierarchical relationship proposed here from other hierarchical models in neuroscience and psychology which are all open loop and thus incapable of controlling anything [12,13].

Since each control system is defined by its controlled variable, different levels of the hierarchy control different variables. To control the rate of change in body configuration, it is necessary first to control body configuration, which in turn requires the control of muscle length and tension. In other words, it is necessary to use additional lower level control systems to exert effects on the environment.

As the controlled variable must be sensed, each level of the hierarchy is defined by its sensory input (Figure 2). Movement velocity control is largely independent of the distal senses such as vision and hearing. The primary sensory modality required is kinaesthetic. The relevant sensory inputs are ultimately derived from signals from proximal sensors in the body. Such signals, like all sensory signals, are transformed by successive levels of the hierarchy into representations of higher order variables such as movement velocity. It is this higher order input variable that is fed into the velocity control system and compared with the velocity reference signal.

Still higher levels can also use velocity control for their purposes by sending their reference signals that are proportional to their own error signals. For example, when tracking a moving target, the proximity between the hand and the target is an error signal in a higher level that controls the relationship between the two. Such a relationship control system requires visual inputs. Closing the distance reduces the relationship error, which can be transformed into a reference signal for the velocity control system. But this can be achieved in different ways, such as reaching with the arm or walking towards the moving object, which involve transitions in different body configurations. Either way, it is possible to control the proximity between hand and object by varying the reference signal for velocity.

Proportional to the velocity error signal is the output of the velocity control system, which must send reference signals to a lower control system for body configuration or posture. A body configuration can be conceived as a collection of joint angles. At each joint, antagonistic muscles can pull in opposite directions, their relative lengths determining the joint angle. The simplest configuration is that of one joint, but for normal movements multiple joints are involved.

The movement velocity control system is involved in transitioning from one body configuration to another. It determines how much time it takes to change from one configuration to another and how long a particular configuration is maintained. It can reach the desired velocity by varying the reference signal to the body configuration system. The transition from one configuration to another is normally continuous and smooth as the reference signal changes. I propose that a velocity error signal is transformed into the rate of change in the configuration reference signal. This transformation is similar to the mathematical operation of leaky integration [14].

6. Bradykinesia

Deficits in action timing can be understood as a result of altered signalling in specific parts of the hierarchy just described. In bradykinesia, for example, it is as if the configuration reference signal were low-pass filtered, changing very slowly. The most extreme example is akinesia, in which the configuration is simply fixed. It is important to note that the lower body configuration control system is still functioning, still producing resistance to any disturbance to body configuration, regardless of how slowly the velocity reference signal changes, if at all. Such resistance is observed, for example, in the so-called ‘lead pipe rigidity’, found in Parkinson’s patients.
7. Dopamine and the basal ganglia

DA in the basal ganglia appears to play a critical role in the control of movement velocity. As many comprehensive reviews on the organization of the basal ganglia are available [16–18], only the most relevant features are outlined here.

The basal ganglia are a group of subcortical nuclei with highly conserved circuitry [19–21]. As shown in figure 1, unlike the cerebral cortex, which contains excitatory glutamatergic projection neurons, the basal ganglia contain γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) projection neurons [18]. The main input nucleus is the striatum, a large and heterogeneous region including the dorsal striatum (caudate and putamen in primates) and ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens). The lateral septum and parts of the central amygdala are also classified as striatal regions on account of their GABAergic projection neurons. The main output nucleus is the pallidum, which includes entopeduncular nucleus in rodents or globus pallidus internus in primates, and substantia nigra pars reticulata [18]. These ‘pallidal’ structures send projections to the tectum, brainstem and thalamus.

The striatum is the major target of dopaminergic projections, with the highest density of DA receptors in the brain. It also receives extensive and topographically organized glutamatergic projections from the cortex and thalamus [22–24]. The medium spiny striatal projection neurons are the primary targets of the glutamatergic and dopaminergic projections. Rather than depolarizing or hyperpolarizing the target neurons, the activation of G protein-coupled DA receptors modulates the excitatory effect of glutamate, depending on the subtype of DA receptors expressed on the target neuron [25,26].

An important feature of the basal ganglia is the existence of two neuronal populations in the striatum giving rise to the so-called direct and indirect pathways, one projecting to the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) and the internal segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) and the other projecting to the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe), which in turn projects to the SNr. These two populations differ in the type of DA receptor expressed: the direct or striatonigral pathway expresses D1-type DA receptors whereas the indirect or striatopallidal pathway expresses D2-type receptors [16,27]. These two pathways can thus exert opposite effects on the SNr neurons [28]. The direct pathway has a net inhibitory effect, while the indirect pathway has a net excitatory effect on the SNr outputs [28]. Because the output of the SNr is inhibitory, the activation of the direct pathway is expected to disinhibit downstream structures, whereas that of the indirect pathway produces the opposite effect [28,29].

8. Neural activity related to action duration

To study the role of the basal ganglia in action timing, we developed an operant duration differentiation task in mice [30–34]. On each trial, to earn a piece of food reward, the mouse must produce an action of a minimum duration [32,33]. The lever is transiently retracted after release, and a reward is delivered if the press duration exceeded the criterion duration. No cue tells the animal whether the action duration is long enough. Only after lever retraction is the outcome revealed, and the presentation of the reward is the only way that the animal learns about the efficacy of its lever
Press duration can be used to tag the neural activity generating the action itself [33,35]. The body configuration reference signal reaches and stays at a steady-state value as long as the lever is held down. With the release of the lever, the output of the velocity control system changes the reference signal for the configuration control system again. To obtain reward, the instrumental contingency requires the velocity reference to be very low for the duration of the action.

Using temporal differentiation, we studied the neural activity of GABAergic output neurons in the SNr and of the nearby dopaminergic neurons in the pars compacta [35]. We found two major neural activity patterns in relation to the lever press action in the recorded neurons: in one type of neurons (‘action-on’) there was a sustained increase in firing rate during the action, and in the other population (‘action-off’) there was a sustained pause in firing rate during the press (figure 3). These two types are found in both GABAergic and dopaminergic neurons, though it is not clear how these types relate to previously identified heterogeneous neuronal populations in the nigra [37].

As long as the lever is held down, the reference signal for the velocity control system should be close to zero, while the reference signal for body configuration remains unchanged. Once a body configuration is reached, it is maintained for the duration of the action. With an integrator in the output function, the velocity control system can send a relatively constant reference signal for body configuration. The rate of change is low when a posture is maintained. The observed action-related neural activity can reflect either the velocity or body configuration reference signal.

But we found two signals that are similar in amplitude but opposite in polarity. Although the pause of the ‘action-off’ neurons can represent zero velocity during the action, the increased output of the ‘action-on’ neurons does not appear to represent the velocity reference signal. Nor does it seem plausible to send a high velocity reference signal and a zero velocity reference signal at the same time. Another possibility is that the opponent outputs reflect descending body configuration reference signals for antagonistic lower control systems. But why should there be a pair of signals, rather than a single reference signal? The most well-known example of opponent signals in the nervous system is reciprocal innervation in the spinal motor neurons. The output of a given α-motor neuron innervates a particular muscle, but at the same time a branch of this output excites the Ia interneuron, which inhibits the α-motor neuron innervating the antagonist muscle. Thus, a pair of signals is sent to the effectors, one with a net excitatory effect on a muscle and the other with a net inhibitory effect on the antagonist muscle. This arrangement is needed because muscles can only pull. Antagonism between muscles is defined with respect to a particular joint: e.g. the biceps will pull in one direction, reducing the joint angle; whereas the triceps will pull in the opposite direction, increasing the joint angle. To reduce the angle of the elbow joint, it is not only important for the biceps to contract but also for the triceps to relax. At rest, there is a balance of activity in agonist and antagonist motor neurons. Simultaneous contraction of these muscles increases net angular stiffness or impedance at a joint [38].

The same reasoning can be applied to the antagonistic body configuration systems, which are hierarchically higher than the spinal reciprocal inhibition circuits.

A body configuration control system can simultaneously send signals to multiple muscles, adjusting their lengths via the activation of γ-motor neurons. The higher order perceptual signal could be a weighted sum of signals from multiple muscle length detectors as well as other sensors for joint angles. Thus, more global opponent signals can be found at a higher level, controlling the lengths of groups of muscles, instead of the local opponent signals sent to two muscles doing work in opposite directions with respect to a single joint. For example, to pull the door open, a set of muscles (e.g. biceps) does the pulling while a different set of muscles (leg extensors) pushes against the ground.

The value of a controlled variable like muscle tone can vary from zero to some maximum, and a viable operating point would be in the middle of this range, to permit variations above and below the average value. If the tone is too low, then there is no room for the signal to decrease. If it is too high, there is no room for any increase.

Likewise, the high tonic firing rate of the GABAergic output neurons in the SNr may also allow neural activity in this basal ganglia output nucleus to increase and decrease, generating a pair of opponent signals [39,40].

It is hypothesized that, for any body configuration, opponent reference signals may be needed. In fact, at lower levels, the reference signals should come in pairs. But at higher levels, the velocity reference signal is singular, and it is only in the transformation from velocity reference to position/configuration that a pair of reference signals is generated.

9. Targets of the basal ganglia

The outputs of the nigral GABAergic neurons can reach the tectum (superior colliculus), the ventral lateral and ventral anterior thalamus, the pedunculopontine nucleus and the reticular formation [16,17,41,42]. If basal ganglia output represents a configuration reference signal, then among the major targets of these projections there should be control systems for body configurations. The rate of change in this reference signal will then determine how quickly one body configuration changes to another.

It is possible that different targets in the diencephalon and brainstem mediate different aspects of body configuration control. For example, locomotion requires relatively stereotyped transitions like alternation of limb flexors and extensors, whereas changes in posture require mainly transitions in the proximal musculature. The SNr sends strong projections to the mesopontine tegmentum, a brainstem region critical for initiation of locomotion and regulation of posture [43]. The lateral SNr projects to the pedunculopontine nucleus, whereas the medial SNr projects to the mesencephalic locomotor region. They can be the targets for the pair of opponent nigral output reference signals discussed above. Whether these structures implement the body configuration control systems remains to be determined.

The nuclei in the mesopontine tegmentum in turn project to the reticulospinal system, the major motor pathway in all vertebrates [19,44].

Axons from the reticular formation in the brainstem reach motor neurons innervating different muscles all over the
Interestingly, opponent activity is also observed in the reticulospinal tract [45,46]. Instead of agonist and antagonist muscles defined with respect to single joints, groups of muscles probably send kinaesthetic signals to the reticulospinal system [44].

Although the mesopontine tegmentum and the reticulospinal system are discussed here, the other targets of the basal ganglia output (including the tectum and ventral thalamus) may also contain body configuration control systems [17,41,47].

10. Lower levels for motor control

Below the level of the body configuration control, there are at least two additional levels (figure 4). But, partly because of technical limitations, not much is known about the functional organization of the spinal cord where these lower levels are located. The reticulospinal pathway can send reference signals representing desired muscle lengths for specific muscles, probably by activating spinal γ-motor neurons and interneurons. The γ-motor neurons can in turn send reference signals for muscle length, which are compared with the input from muscle spindles. Finally, the α-motor neurons serve as comparators that receive force reference signals from multiple sources. Their output is roughly proportional to the degree of muscle contraction. Whether there is co-activation of γ- and α-motor neurons, as is often claimed [48], remains unclear, because in a closed-loop system signals cannot be considered seriatim as in verbal description.

The muscle is the output function of the force control system, the lowest level in the motor hierarchy that closes the loop in the environment. Muscle tension is sensed by the Golgi tendon organs, which send Ib afferents representing the negative feedback for the force control system. In this connection, it is worth noting that increased stiffness in skeletal muscles is also observed in Parkinson’s patients, as a result

---

**Figure 3.** Opponent outputs from the basal ganglia. (a) Illustration of the duration differentiation task [33,35]. Mice must press a lever and hold it down for a minimum amount of time in order to earn a food pellet. Only after the lever is released is the trial outcome revealed (reward or no reward). (b) Illustration of the electrode implant into the substantia nigra. (c) The positioning of the electrode array allows simultaneous recording of activity from dopaminergic and GABAergic neurons, which can be distinguished on the basis of their action potential waveforms. (d) Raster plots showing typical ‘action-on’ and ‘action-off’ GABAergic neurons. Each row is a single trial from a temporal differentiation session. Yellow markers indicate ‘lever start’; red markers indicate ‘lever end unrewarded’; green markers indicate ‘lever end rewarded’. The trials are sorted according to the duration of the lever press, starting with trials with the shortest action durations on top.
of increased muscle tone in both agonist and antagonist muscles. Such rigidity can also reduce movement velocity, because mechanical impedance is the ratio between velocity and force needed to achieve that velocity, which can be increased by simultaneous activation of agonist and antagonist muscles [38]. This can be achieved by a descending reference signal to both types of motor neurons, a mechanism that overrides reciprocal inhibition. Parkinsonian rigidity, however, is sometimes relieved when the patient is suspended in water, suggesting that it is manifested when posture must be defended against gravity [15]. Thus, rigidity may well be a compensatory reaction to the loss of normal control functions for body configurations.

11. The role of dopamine in the basal ganglia

Based on the above outline of basal ganglia anatomy and review of experimental data, I propose that the sensorimotor cortico-basal ganglia network is responsible for controlling transitions between body configurations and plays a critical role in movement speed (figure 4). The role of the basal ganglia in movement speed has long been recognized [49–52], yet the mechanisms for hierarchical control have never been incorporated in a model to explain action timing.

The perceptual input signal representing the rate of change in body configuration is the velocity feedback. It may be carried by the projections to the sensorimotor striatum from sensorimotor cortical regions, the intralaminar thalamus and the globus pallidus [53]. On the other hand, reference signals for movement velocity may be sent via the cortical and thalamic projections to the sensorimotor or lateral striatum. *In vivo* recording in mice has also shown high correlation between movement velocity on a rotarod and the firing of the sensorimotor striatal and motor cortical neurons [54]. Results from DA depletion experiments discussed in §2 suggest that dopaminergic innervation of the sensorimotor striatum, in particular, is critical for movement velocity control (figure 1). Selective depletion in this region is sufficient to increase the duration of normal actions by reducing gain in the velocity control system.

For higher levels in a hierarchy, the output function transforms a given error signal into a reference signal for the level below, i.e. an error in proximity between one’s body and the target in tracking movements is transformed into a reference signal for the desired velocity for the hand. As a neuromodulator, DA cannot produce significant synaptic currents directly to produce firing. But it can change the gain of other signals, in this case the reference signal for the rate of change, which is sent via the glutamatergic projections to the striatum [55]. Reduced DA may therefore result in a reduced velocity reference signal. This proposed mechanism is in agreement with the known function of DA in modulating striatal synaptic transmission [25,56,57]. As a result of DA depletion, the velocity reference signal is reduced. The control system receiving such a signal produces a low output entering the integrator, resulting in a slow rate of change in the body configuration reference signal. When the velocity reference signal is zero, then the configuration reference signal will no longer change, resulting in a lack of voluntary movement. This condition, akinesia, is seen in severe cases of Parkinsonism.
Increased dopaminergic signalling in the sensorimotor cortico-basal ganglia network produces the opposite effect. Even a small relationship error signal, which is not normally sufficient to produce any movement velocity reference, is now greatly amplified. Consequently, ‘uncontrollable’ rapid movements may be produced. Such symptoms appear to be common in Tourette syndrome.

12. Conclusion and implications

Observable behaviour consists of transitions between body configurations. It is hypothesized here that movement velocity—rate of change of body configurations—is controlled by the sensorimotor cortico-basal ganglia circuit. It does not follow that velocity control is the sole function of the basal ganglia. Nor does the present hypothesis exclude other roles of DA in behaviour. But it does suggest that there is a common computational function performed by the basal ganglia networks.

A striking feature of the cortico-basal ganglia networks is the uniformity in the basic circuitry. All cortical areas have a similar structure, as do all striatal areas and all pallidal areas. Different networks are simply variations of a common motif: e.g. excitatory outputs of the cerebral cortex and thalamus, inhibitory outputs of the basal ganglia, and modulation of synaptic transmission and neuronal excitability by transmitters such as DA. This motif has been conserved in the evolution of vertebrates [19]. By comparison, variations in the expression of receptors and cytoarchitectonic features are minor.

On the other hand, there is also much functional heterogeneity in the cortico-basal ganglia networks. Lesions to different regions produce different effects on behaviour [58]. The question is how we can reconcile this functional heterogeneity, the ‘localization of function’ known since antiquity, and the proposed common computational function of the basal ganglia.

What is normally called function is related to the behavioural consequences of lesion or stimulation of a brain region, determined by the overall connectivity of the region. For example, visual deficits are a consequence of lesions to the primary visual cortex. But a distinction must be made between ‘function’ in this sense and computation, which is what happens to signals entering a neural circuit. The neural signal is firing rate, an analogue signal, in spite of the misleading all-or-none digital property of the generation of individual action potentials [59]. Computations using these signals can be described with a set of mathematical operations often used in analogue computing, such as addition, subtraction and integration.

The difference, say, between the limbic cortico-basal ganglia network and the sensorimotor network lies not in the type of computation implemented by the neural circuits, but in the content of signals, i.e. what they represent. As control is always the control of input, the identity of the controlled variable depends solely on its input to the control system. The sensorimotor striatum, for example, receives higher order kinaesthetic and somesthetic signals from the primary sensorimotor cortices, whereas a limbic striatal region such as the nucleus accumbens shell receives a different set of more poorly defined inputs from areas like the basolateral amygdala, a very different cortical region [60].

Exactly what the controlled variables are for different brain circuits remains unclear. So far only speculations are possible based on the known anatomy and the behavioural deficits following lesions. Given the tremendous heterogeneity in the connectivity of different cortical, striatal and pallidal regions, elucidating the content of the variables will require extensive experimental work designed to test the specific controlled variables.

Here, a hypothesis is advanced regarding the sensorimotor cortico-basal ganglia network, based on the DA depletion and in vivo recording data. But the basic circuit for transforming a velocity error signal into a configuration or position reference signal is still the same. A velocity reference signal enters the basal ganglia circuit which then generates opponent configuration reference signals that are sent to the level below. One possible neural implementation is suggested by the anatomy: the excitatory input to the striatum activates both the striatonigral and striatopallidal pathways [61], and the intrinsic organization of these two pathways transforms the excitatory excitation into a pair of signals, one increasing and the other decreasing from a common mode signal. And finally, a time integral can be produced in the basal ganglia transforming a given magnitude of velocity error into a rate of change in the reference signal for body configuration control.

If negative feedback control of velocity is accomplished by the sensorimotor cortico-basal ganglia circuit, then the other networks (e.g. limbic and associative) must be responsible for controlling different input variables [21,62]. In this light, different cortico-basal ganglia networks can be viewed as distinct higher level control systems for the control of the rate of change in different higher order perceptual variables, of which body configuration in only one example. The number of possible controlled variables is virtually unlimited, as different sensory variables can be combined to form higher order variables representing abstract categories (e.g. reward), especially in the cerebral cortex.

In conclusion, control of the rate of change or transitions is perhaps the biological basis for our sense of time, even though time itself may not be a directly controlled variable. Much research has implicated the basal ganglia and DA in timing, but the underlying mechanisms remain unclear [63]. While the timing mechanism can be relatively independent of actual movements, it must still depend on the higher level of control of transitions between perceptual configurations which implicate the basal ganglia and modulation by DA (figure 4).

I have attempted to incorporate the known anatomy of the nervous system in a model of the control hierarchy, linking velocity control with higher levels such as relationship control, and lower levels such as body configuration control, muscle length control and muscle force control. Clearly, much of the model remains speculative, as many relevant facts are still unknown. But even at this early stage some predictions can be made. First, glutamatergic input to the sensorimotor striatum and its dopaminergic modulation play a critical role in movement velocity. Manipulations of the glutamatergic signal alone, or of the firing of striatonigral projection neurons, should systematically affect movement velocity. Second, the basal ganglia outputs from the substantia nigra pars reticulata should contain reference signals for body configuration. As it is a general property of successful control systems that inputs match reference signals, activity in basal ganglia output nuclei should be
correlated with actual body configuration. It is hoped that predictions such as these may be useful in guiding future experimental endeavours.
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